
SUNFLOWER ARTWORK

Original Artwork by Sandi Van Allen

These works of art were commissioned to be painted by Sandi 
Van Allen by her daughter, Julie Knerr Hague, to show students 
transitioning from the elementary to intermediate stage of study the 
relationship between art and music.

Just as creating a beautiful work of visual art is a process that requires 
time and attention to detail, students entering the intermediate stage 
of study can expect to study fewer pieces per year than they learned 
in the elementary phase of study, because pieces become longer 
and more complicated as students progress. Students will study their 
pieces over a long period of time in order to refine each piece into a 
beautiful work of sound art. These paintings represent this process.

Painting 1. The finished painting (Painting 5) begins as a sketch found 
in Painting 1. In music, this is the time when the student is beginning a 
new piece by working out the basic notes and rhythms.

Painting 2. Base color is added. In music, the student practices to gain 
confidence and technical skill with the the notes and rhythm of the 
new piece.

Painting 3. Another layer of color is added. In music, this can be 
likened to adding and refining details of articulation, pedal, and 
musicality.

Painting 4. More details emerge toward a finished painting. This 
painting may look finished, just as the piece at this stage may sound 
finished to the student. However, it is not finished! The teacher can 
help the student polish the piece to the next level of refinement! 

Painting 5. This is the final painting. The artist has added many details 
to make the painting look complete. Students should be mindful that 
there are always more details and nuances that can be worked on to 
create a beautiful work of sound art!

Permission has been granted by the artist and by Piano Safari, LLC for 
teachers to download or print this artwork for use as a teaching aid in 
lessons.
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